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We have completed a review of t'ne energy conservation efforts 
undertaken by -the 928th Tactical Airlift Group (TIZG) c Our objectives 
were to determine how effecti-vel-y energy conservation measures were 
implemented and to identify potential areas for effective long-range 
energy conservation through more efficient operating procedures and 
capital improvements. Specifically, we were concerned with the develop- 
:oent of an adequate ener,T--dse information system, controls to re.duce 
energy consumed in buildings and by aircraft and vehicles, and the 
impact of energy conserva-iion on operations. 

yfie $Q?th TAG has yiot cizvclo~ed a formal long-range energy 
conservation program coordinating their energy conservatio~1 eff arts 
with those of its tenart organizations, Althorgh the gZ3,.. TAG retorted 
.a lb-percent overall \ reduction in the use of electricity, c 1, and 
heating, vehicle, and aviation fuel for fiscal year 1974 asjcompared to 
fiscal year 1973, and reported further reductions in the firs% half of 
fiscal year 1975, scxme of the actions taken mere stopgap, measGEk3 
directed to:>ard solving problems as they occurred. 

For example, v?nile consumption of aviation fuel decreased during 
fiscal year 197.4, the redlxtion was achieved primarily during the 1973- 
74 oil embargo when most of the airwaft were grounded, The 928th TAG 
has since resumed normal flying ogemtions and during the first six 
months of fiscal year 1975 reduced flying hours by only one percent. 
We were informed that reductions in flying hours are difficult to achieve 
because of established training requirements, 



Further, although overall gasoline consumptioxn decreased by 
7-percent during fiscal year 19’74, the reduc-tiorl fell shor-l of the 
Department o” L Defense ::ride goal of 1%percent. Ke noted that the 9ZZt?i 
TAG does not have any compacts or subcompact0 3 in its inventory of abo:ut 
.$2 s.edi3.35, tx-,xlrs, and other T,iehicles , nltho@n SiJ-Ch T&i.cl-?c;, -:,re y;..y1’3 
“, ,213 ~ could be utilized In its opera-tions. Efforts td accuire . -,;22 ;~p~_1m,y2’ 
size vehicles were not made, because the iieadquarters Air Force Reserve 
determines the nu,riber and type of vehicles that are allocated to units 
under its wn?tand. , V’e believe, however, that the 928th TAG should 
request action to acquire such vehicles to achieve greater ener,gy reduc- 
tions . 

While progress :nas made in reduckg overall energlr consumption, the 
923th Tnu Lyr m.s not aware 0,” and WC could not readily determine the extent 
the reported sav<ngs could be attributed to the efforts of tlfle 92u3th TAG 
or its tenant organizations. Since a substantial portion of the energy 
was consumed by tenant organizations, coordination is necessary, and 
development of a coordinated long-range en.ergy conservation program sio?jld 
be a major step toward conservation on a continuing basis. 

We acknowledge the cooperation extended to our representatives 
during the review. Your comments on the matters discussed herein v,CLl 
be appreciated. 
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